
內壢國中 47 屆校慶英文徵文  優等 獎 

8 年 1 班      陳子奕 

 

Nei-Li Junior High School 

 

There is a wonderful school－Nei-Li Junior High School.There are about 3000 

students in Nei-Li Junior High School.The students can learn happily and behave 

well on campus.There are many great teachers teaching us thoughtfully.And we 

also have excellent sports teams. 

 

Nei-Li Junior High School's archery team is excellent.“Practice makes perfect”is 

a good saying for our archery team.They represent us to attend many 

competitions and often win many awards.I often see they practice all afternoon 

and they play hard.Can you imagine how hard they play for their efforts? 

 

My teacher is not like any other teacher in our school.She teaches us Civics.She 

teaches a lot of Civics but not only content in textbooks. She encourages us to 

know.We spend a lot of time in studying the subject.She tells us many stories 

happening in the society .We have a lot of fun in her class,and we are also learn a 

lot from her teaching.I believe all of her 801 students agree she is the best Civics 

teacher. 

 

All in all,because of the excellent teams and great teachers.I think Nei-Li Junior 

High School is the best school.Do you agree it with me? 

 



內壢國中 47 屆校慶英文徵文  佳作 獎 

8 年 1 班      賴宣儒 

 

My Favorite Teacher 

 

My favorite teacher is a Chinese teacher who taught me last year , but now she 

doesn't teach me any more. 

 

She let me like to study  Chinese .Not only me but also my classmates .When 

she was teaching in our class everyone listened to her carefully because it is a 

important subject to everyone . We like her because she is young , pretty and 

friendly.So everyone like to chat to her. 

 

She taught  the seventh grade students before.Now she still teach the seventh 

grade , but I'm in the eighth grade . I envy my lower classmate who learned 

Chinese from her because she isthe best Chinese teacher I have ever meet. 

 

 



內壢國中 47 屆校慶英文徵文  佳作 獎 

8 年 4 班      宋騏任 

 

Ne Li junior high school 

 

My junior high school’s name is “Ne Li.”It located in Zhong Li city.It’s really a 

nice place.The teachers here may make you strong.And they also give you a stage 

to show yourself.Last year,I enjoyed here very much.I have to thank for all 

teachers of my school.Because of them,I had a good time here.I still wish Ne Li 

could be as great as now forever. 

 

 

 

 



內壢國中 47 屆校慶英文徵文  佳作 獎 

8 年 5 班      許禎容 

 

My favarite place 

 

I love NeiLi junior high school.There are many great teachers.They teach me 

many interesting things,and help me a lot.And I also have many funny and good 

classmates.We often study and play together.Our school have many beautiful 

flowers and big trees.When the weather is too hot,we can talk and paly under the 

trees. 

 

In the school,I’m so happy.But in my class,I sometimes get angry easily.Because 

my classmates are so naughty and noisy,so I can’t conscientious about my 

lessons.Although so,but I still feel happy with them. 

 

I love NeiLi junior high school.Everything here are so interesting and 

exciting!Here is my favorite place.And I want to learn more and more things 

from here! 

 

 



內壢國中 47 屆校慶英文徵文  甲等 獎 

8 年 17 班      陳采莉 

 

My family 

 

There are four people in my family.My father works in the factory as a painter , 

and my mother is a housewife . She always stays in the house watching TV and 

playing online games . My sister, Mary,is a student .She is also a babysitter .She 

enjoys playing with kids .I am a student, too .But I am not a babysitter because I 

want to be a teacher in the future! 

 

I love my family, even though my parents nag at me all the time .But I know 

that’s because they love me . They work very hard outside! So, I need to work 

much harder on my studies at school. This is the only thing I can do for them ! 

 

 

 



內壢國中 47 屆校慶英文徵文  優等 獎 

8 年 18 班      李唯歆 

 

More  Than  School 

 

The student in Taiwan compete with each other fiercely. They got a big pressure 

from their schoolwork, but if you are a student, remember, you can still have 

other things to do, such as developing an interest or a hobby and  playing sports 

to keep healthy. 

 

Doing exercise of sport you enjoy can relax yourself. Besides, it is good for your 

health and it can relieve your nervousness. It’s really a god way for you to build 

your body. 

 

If you don’t like sports, listening to music might be a good interest. Also, singing 

is a good way. Here is a smart tip. When you are upset, nervous, angry or 

frustrated, just roar out loudly. It is really a good venting channel. 

 

All these above show us that studying isn’t the only thing we have to do. To be a 

complete citizen in the future, besides studying, developing social skills, playing 

sports or fostering hobbies are all the things you can make your life more  

colorful. 

 



內壢國中 47 屆校慶英文徵文  佳作 獎 

8 年 19 班      蔡友珊 

 

The  Scenery  Of  School 

 

I am a student in Nei-Li junior high school. My  school is large,and we always 

have a lot of fun there. Now,I am eight grades,and I start to touch with more and 

more things. I want to enjoy carefully in the beautiful school. 

 

Our school has many great places. My favorite place of school is “Playground”. 

My school playground is big enough ,so that we can do lots of sports there. When 

we have PE classes,we always expect to play in this large playground. Because 

we are free there ,and we can have our own spaces there. And, there are many 

benches around the playground. I often sit there and talk to my friends. 

 

The playground not only play games, but also let us relieve pressure. We are 

students,and we learn many kind of useful things from teachers. We have lots of 

stress. After relieve pressure, we are more concentrate on our study. And then, we 

have better performance. I love our campus and I hope everyone can like it. 

 

 



內壢國中 47 屆校慶英文徵文  佳作 獎 

8 年 20 班      史宇雯 

 

The wonderful school of Nei Li 

 

Today, was a beautiful day. The sun shinning apon my face, the birds twittering 

on the trees. Yes, today was the first day of year eight.   Summer vacation had 

pass by like a train on full speed, and the heat was rising to thirty degrees. It was 

hot, but I had fun. I attend Nei Li junior high, which has a beautiful 

playground ,and a lot of green trees. Of course you can’t left behind those 

beautiful flowers which the gardener grows and waters everyday during the 

afternoon. 

 

I  was looking forward to seeing my friends because since the start of summer 

vacation, we hadn’t had a chance to speak to each other , and that doesn’t include 

summer school.  Well, since we’re now year eight, we can’t stay in the same 

classroom that we were in last year can’t we? So our new classroom is on the 

second floor of the new building(which I had much trouble finding). 

 

Nei Li junior high compared to other schools, you might say it’s a great school 

for learning.  I think it’s wonderful too. The teachers here are all very 

enthusiastic and kind, and the principal is always smiling at the students as 

though the sun is always shinning. 

 

In the past few years, I’ve learned that Nei Li junior high is just an ordinary lame 

school, but is a wonderful and beautiful school filled with joy.  I like Nei Li 

junior high very much, and I hope you’d like it here too! 

 



內壢國中 47 屆校慶英文徵文  優等 獎 

8 年 22 班      蔣介雅 

 

The Life in Junior High School 

 

As a student, most of my time is spent on school work and other school-related 

activities.  To be an ideal student, we should study hard in order to increase our 

knowledge. Besides acquiring knowledge we also need to develop a good 

character.  We must obey the school rules, listen to our teachers and cooperate 

with our classmates. 

 

It is also very important to develop good hobbies.  Good hobbies can help us to 

do many things well.  In addition, they help us relax and give us an opportunity 

to make friends with others.  My favorite hobby is playing basketball.  I started 

playing when I was in elementary school.  I began playing it because all the 

other boys in my classmate enjoyed it.    Now I play basketball twice a week.  

It is good for me both physically and mentally. I really love basketball. 

 

Having a good hobby makes my life meaningful and interesting. By being able to 

take time to relax, I am not so worried about my studies. 

 

I look back on the last year I spent in Nei-Li junior high school as the happiest 

year of my life.  I had more friends, learned more, and became wiser than during 

other period of my life. 

 



內壢國中 47 屆校慶英文徵文  甲等 獎 

8 年 23 班      吳昕亭 

 

My Junior High School 

 

When I was a freshman.It's my first time,to this beautiful school.Immediately,I 

noticed this big campus.In the front garden,they grow many trees, between the 

trees,there's iade grass,there stood two goats statues,what a beautiful garden! 

 

Walking through a long hallway,I saw that all the classrooms were clean,and it 

made me have a good mood. 

 

As made I walked by the buildings,a pretty pebble path caught my eyes,among 

the pebbles,there are some mushrooms,they were so cute! 

 

In the garden,you can see many butterflies and bees flying,and some birds are 

singing.Unconsciously,arrive to the backyard,you can find a stone tablet,on this 

stone tablet.Are the words,"Hope,Happy and Healthy!".Our principal hopes every 

stdent can have 

 



內壢國中 47 屆校慶英文徵文  甲等 獎 

8 年 24 班      賴嬿翔 

 

Nei-li junior high school 

 

My class,824,is very interesting. There are 35 people in my class. Everyone is 

kind, energetic,but sometimes too noisy. 

 

I like my school life because there are many activities in it. For example, an 

athletic meet, a fun fair ,and a outdoor trip. I like the fun fair the best . In the last 

fun fair, my classmates and I sold a lot of delicious food and drinks. We not only 

made much money but also had a great fun. 

 

I have a lot of classes a day. I like English and music very much. In the English 

class,I study hard and listen to the teacher carafully. In the music class, I can take 

it easy and sing many popular songs. So I feel my school is happy and rich. 

 

 



內壢國中 47 屆校慶英文徵文  特優 獎 

8 年 26 班      許菀娟 

 

The beautiful school 

 

Nei Li junior high school is beautiful. The plants are beautiful there, the students 

are friendly here, and the teachers are all earnest about teaching. Some teachers 

like  to tell us some jokes and stories, some teachers like to sing for us, and 

some teachers always make us laugh. There are many different teachers in the 

school, and the students love them very much. 

 

I was in seventh grades. I learned many things last year. When I came to school, I 

learned how to met classmates, how to familiar with the school, and I learned 

many new subjects. I ’m in eighth grades now. The school is still beautiful. I meet 

many new teachers this semester. They are kind and they teach really well. I love 

my teachers and I love my school. 

 

The school let us learn many things. The teachers are work hard, and they always 

take care of us. The school is really good. And the environment is beautiful. I 

love it a lot. 

 

 



內壢國中 47 屆校慶英文徵文  特優 獎 

8 年 27 班      王壎篪 

 

內中之美 

 

In the spring ,the air is fresh .Birds sing and fly around trees and bushes .Flowers 

are in blossom .Students play and laugh .Our campus is full of joys and hope . 

 

In the summer ,the sun shines .The air is dry .Our campus is quite ,because most 

students enjoy their summer vacations at home .In this peaceful garden ,beautiful 

songs played by Wind band float in the air . 

 

In the autumn,leaves turn to yellow.Students are busy for school 

anniversary.Competitions are held.Cheers are around the campus.Let's do our 

best to gain medals. 

 

In the winter ,wind blows strongly.Leaves fall.Our campus shows different 

beautiful scenery .Everything ends and look forward to the  next year .We hope 

we can keep this wonderful campus with love and happiness . 

 



內壢國中 47 屆校慶英文徵文  甲等 獎 

8 年 27 班      陳柔安 

 

內中之美 

 

I study in Neli Junior School. It is a beautiful school. When you step into our 

school, you can see many green trees in your sight. Sometimes I feel tired in my 

eyes, I will take a walk around there. If I have enough time, I can sit on the 

branch next to the playground and talk to friends. It is a good place for students 

or teachers to take a rest. 

 

In the middle of the school, there is a big garden. I really like to walk on the stone 

path. I think it is a special place. Or maybe we can sit under the trees in summer. 

It is quite cool to sitting down under them. At the back door, it is dangerous there 

because there is a parking lot. It is really big. And it just finished building last 

year. Some people who walk through the back door, will see big colorful walls 

outside our school. I think it is a good out-looking. 

 

Not only the scenery, there are many other things beautiful in our campus. Like 

the art performance in the art classroom, or the good poems and books in the 

library...I think it has good environments for us to study well and have fun here. 

 

 



內壢國中 47 屆校慶英文徵文  優等 獎 

8 年 28 班      楊琬渝 

 

My Favorite Subject 

 

Among all the subjects,I like P.E. most.It is because it can strengthen my body 

and let me get into shape.Speaking of the sports,my favorite is basketball.As it is 

a sport that I can keep my friendship with my partners.It is believed that a playing 

basketball makes people get taller but there was nothing happening when I have 

been trying my best to play it.Although it upsets me very much,it does change my 

mind to not to play basketball at all. 

 

I like my P.E. teacher due to his kind heart and you can ask him many questions 

about P.E.He is good at a lot of sports,such as,basketball,football,tennis,and jump 

rope.I'm glad that he is my P.E. teacher and he is my super idol.That is why I like 

P.E. 

 

 

 



內壢國中 47 屆校慶英文徵文  優等 獎 

9 年 3 班      施驊珊 

 

Our Schoolyard 

 

Nei─Li junior high school is a beautiful school.You can see different scenery in 

different seasons. 

 

In spring,the leaves begin to burgeon and become green.Every flower grow 

beautifully.If you are lucky,you’ll see the squirrels play in the tree happily.I think 

you’ll lost yourself in the beautiful and freshness of this early spring morning.In 

summer,school is a blaze of colours.The birds sing in the trees and jump between 

the branches happily.In the morning,you also can see the beautiful sunshine 

between the trees.In autumn,the leaves change into yellow,orange and red.And 

some leaves are falling.It looks like a beautiful picture.In winter,cherry blossoms 

are in full bloom.When you see these cherry blossoms,you’ll forget all your 

vexation. 

 

A beautiful schoolyard is important,because it can make us feel easy when we are 

tired.So we have to keep the schoolyard clean. 

 

 



內壢國中 47 屆校慶英文徵文  優等 獎 

9 年 5 班      唐小甯 

 

My School 

 

I am in my third grade in Neli junior high school . It is a very nice learning 

environment for us. There are many tall trees and beautiful flowers in the 

campus. Every morning we can hear the birds singing in the tree and see the 

flowers blooming when we study in the classroom. We can also take a walk in the 

campus as we feel tired. And there is a big playground in our school. We can do 

some exercise in it. For example,We can always see students playing basketball, 

running, playing soccer and playing volleyball etc. 

 

I enjoy my studying at school because teachers are earnest. They not only teach 

us useful knowledge but also make us grow up happily. I want to say “ thank 

you” to  all the teachers in Neli junior high school. 

 

My school is just like my house. It makes me feel warm and comfortable. I will 

study harder in the future. Finally, I want to say Neli junior high school is the best 

school in my heart. 

 

 



內壢國中 47 屆校慶英文徵文  佳作 獎 

9 年 6 班      曾子恩 

 

My best friend. 

 

Everybody in the world needs friends.Having a friend can not only share secrets 

to each other but also give us a lot of courage.Friendship is really an important 

thing to us! 

 

I also have an indispensable friend.She has a sincere heart,a cute face,and a big 

warm smile.I like her smile very much.She smiles all the time.Sometimes she 

laughs,the laugher is also dulcet. 

 

We usually teach each other math or science questions in the school.We both 

think they are the most difficult subjects.Our favorite hobby is watching 

movies!A movie can be amusing,frightening or touching.We enjoy all the parts of 

the movie.Sharing the feelings with the roles is also interested.We can imagine 

we are in the story,it can help us add a lot of fun.Be with her,I'll never be 

boring;Be with her,I can do a lot of exciting things.I really like her! 

 

I hope our friendship will be firm like now.I believe we can be friends forever.It's 

our  promise.And I also believe we'll have a wonderful future if we work hard. 

 



內壢國中 47 屆校慶英文徵文  甲等 獎 

9 年 7 班      吳秦瑤 

 

The Beautiful School 

 

There are many trees and beautiful flowers around here. This is my school , Neili 

junior high school. In the morning ,while you walk into my school. You can see 

some trees near the door .and some cute dogs play under the tree.The trees are 

green ,the sky is blue and the air is fresh. You can enjoy the quiet atmosphere , 

then It can relax you . 

 

In the evening ,the is sun shineing. The weather is hot. Some students are playing 

basketball on the playground and Some students are studying in their classroom. 

You can see the bustling scenes in everywhere. 

 

In the afternoon, It becomes dark gradually. Every students are busy to go to 

cram school or waiting for their parents. Some students have to stay in school for 

ninth class. The whole school is dark and serene , it just like a scaring movie . 

 

In different time,there are different scenes in my school. They give us different 

feelings.Howeve We have to love our school more and let it keep clean all the 

time. 

 



內壢國中 47 屆校慶英文徵文  佳作 獎 

9 年 8 班      陳皓婷 

 

My  school 

 

I have a great clss , I like the class because not only students but also teachers are 

kind to everyone . 

 

My classmates are energetic . They are not shy ; they are good at show . And I 

like them . They are funny and wise . 

 

Teachers are busy with their work . They are hard - working , so there are many 

excellent teachers in my school . I want to learn a lot from them . 

 

It is helpful to me . I love my class and school . Although I will graduate , I hope 

to keep in touch with my teachers and classmates forever . 

 



內壢國中 47 屆校慶英文徵文  特優 獎 

9 年 10 班      沈德禎 

 

My School Life in Neili Junior 

 

I study in Neili junior high school. Three years ago, when I first came to Neili, I 

was so scared and nervous. But all the teachers were so kind to us; and also, I 

made many good friends soon. We played and studied together. 

 

Now, I’m a student of third grade. Though we have the pressure of preparing the 

coming BC Test, I like to talk with my friends during the break time. We like to 

talk about something interesting, like movies, our idols, computer games and of 

course, pretty girls. On the weekend, if we have free time, we also like to go 

shopping together. During PE class, boys like to play basketball together during 

the break or after school. And we also play soccer or play volleyball .we have 

much fun in PE class. I also like music class. I like to listen to music, especially 

soundtracks of movies. Recently, our teacher let us see the movie Titanic. I’m so 

touched not only by the plot but also by the music. 

 

We are now in the third grade. Everybody in my class is busy preparing for the 

coming BC test. After school, I go to the library with my best friend. We not only 

study together but also encourage each other. Now, we both try our best to study 

because we want to get into our ideal senior high school. I hope our dream will 

come true next year. 

 

This is my last year in Neili junior high school, I’d like to make good use of 

every moment here in school. Thanks to my teachers and all of my classmates for 

giving me so many memories, no matter sweet or sour. Though I haven’t left 

school, I start to mi 

 



內壢國中 47 屆校慶英文徵文  佳作 獎 

9 年 13 班      黃采薇 

 

Neili Junior High Schooi 

 

Though I stayed in Neili junior high school only for two years,I had a lot of 

memories here.I met many friends,I was scold by teachers,I watched a few good 

movies in some classes,etc.I have a lot of fun studying in Neili junior high 

school.I believe there will be more interesting things this year.There are many tall 

trees and green plants in our campus.Some of the buildings in our school are 

new.Most of the teachers are kind and considerate.All of the students are 

energetic!I am thankful that I can study in Neili junior high school! 

 

 

 

 



內壢國中 47 屆校慶英文徵文  佳作 獎 

9 年 16 班      陳凱琳 

 

My Beautiful School 

 

Neu Li Junior High School is a beautiful place, perhaps it is this most beautiful 

place nearby. 

 

When you step into the campus, you will see to a small garden, in the garden is a 

sign of WELCOME, there is also standing a windmill, they are very lovely. Walk 

into the building, you will see the neat arrangement. The middle aisle also has 

place to obstructs the rain. Nearby the beautiful garden and the classroom, there 

is a long wood footpath between the classroom and the garden. Sometimes we 

walk there, and look at the flowers and trees, the mood will relax soon. 

 

When you passed through the middle corridor, you can see many kinds of 

flowers, under the big trees are the wood chairs, and there also is the stone 

footpath and the lawn. On the lawn is white staircase that goes to the second 

floor, theres a library, the books in it are so many, outside it are the tables and 

chairs of cafe style. Go straight andturn around, on the balcony we can see front 

door's beautiful scenery, no matter from which classroom, the scenery and white 

window's matching can be a picture, when you look outside, the mood also will 

be relaxed, the breeze blows gently, its time to go home. 

 

Walk to the campus door and look at the sky, setting sun slightly turns red, the 

clouds are likes the rainbow, our school is really beautiful. 

 



內壢國中 47 屆校慶英文徵文  特優 獎 

9 年 18 班      林欣宜 

 

Friends 

 

When I first came to Nei-Li junior high school , I didn’t like this place at all . I 

thought my teachers were boring and my classmates were too noisy . I had no 

friends here , so sometimes I felt lonely . I missed my life in elementary school 

very much . 

 

Once , one of my classmates helped me clean the windows . I was touched . I 

gave her a big smile . She was so surprised . “ I have never seen your smile 

before . ” she said . Suddenly , I knew something . No one pushed me out from 

the group except myself . I started to make new friends from then on . Little by 

little , I had a lot of friends . They are all kind to me .      Now , let me 

introduce some of my best friends . 

 

My best friend in our class called “ Mushroom ”. She’s good at drawing . Her 

paintings are so beautiful that even some people want to buy them . She also 

writes a few stories in her free time . They’re interesting .     Polar Bear is a 

girl with long hair . She helps me a lot . When I feel sad , she always cheers me 

up . What a sweet girl she is !     And don’t forget Grandma ! She is not really 

old , but she’s just like the grandmother of our class . Though her grades are 

poor , she plays basketball well . She never gives up anything easily . I honor 

her .     As for me , they call me “ Phantasm ”because I always appear quietly 

behind them . They are shocked by me easily . Because of my friends , I am 

happy every day . I also love my school more and more . I’m thankful of them . 

 

After this year , we will all graduate . I hope our friendships will be forever . 

Friends are important to us . 



內壢國中 47 屆校慶英文徵文  甲等 獎 

9 年 25 班      謝奇宏 

 

Neili Junior High School and I 

 

I’m study in Neili Junior High School. When I see the school first time, I know 

it’s a great school. 

 

There are many trees and flowers in the campus. And we can also see some 

squirrels hide in the trees and many beautiful butterflies fly around flowers. We 

can see them because the environment in school is really beautiful and clean.I 

think our school isn’t just a school, it also like a park or a garden. 

 

I like to do exercise on the broad playground to keep my health and to be 

stronger. There is a library in school. I often borrow many books from there and 

enlarge my views by reading. 

 

I learn a lot from Neili Junior High School. And I’m happy at here all the time. In 

the days to come, I’m going to leave the school. I won’t forget the school making 

all for me. I’ll remember it forever because I love the school so much. 

 



內壢國中 47 屆校慶英文徵文  甲等 獎 

9 年 25 班      林潤慈 

 

The 46th anniversary 

 

This year is our school 46th anniversary, everybody celebrates for the event. Each 

class designs their own poster to make the school colorful. Teachers are busy for 

activities arrangement. After many years and many previous principals’ farming, 

we have nice school buildings and more joyful study environment. And also 

positively built up the beautiful campus, fine green beautification.  All of our 

teachers devoted to good influence of education, our school also wins many 

outstanding scores, like art, physics and chemistry section exhibition, sports, 

composition ......etc. To accomplish our vision “ Health,Happy, Hope.” 

 

Under extremely hot weather, the school celebration begins. All classes go to 

playground for the opening. First, our principal introduces the guests, then makes 

a speech. Sometimes the speech is very long. Exciting contest soon starts. The 

first program is the interest competition, then the racing, the high jump, the long 

jump ... and so on, a lot of activities. Time runs very quick, it is time for lunch, 

but everybody cannot eat up, because in the afternoon we have more splendid 

activities. The tug-of-war and the relay race are the programs which I love most . 

These two contests all need the team work and understanding. I see everybody in 

tug-of-war shouting the slogan, the competition is stimulating loudly. Finally is 

the relay race, everyone cheers for their classmates, all wish strives for the glory 

for the class. 

 

The school anniversary ends completely. Today we play happily .This is the 

unforgettable recollection. Finally, wishing the school “Happy Birthday.” 

 

 



內壢國中 47 屆校慶英文徵文  佳作 獎 

9 年 25 班      劉怡均 

 

Glorious Campus 

 

Sky is blue , flowers are brilliant , the weather is cool . What a wanderful month 

"October." 

 

So many important activities are held in this month . Suchlike the sports day , the 

graduating trip , the overnight camping , the outdoor teaching and so on. All the 

students and teachers are busy with these significant events . 

 

I have loved our school at first sight . I have loved our school since I saw the 

beautiful campus and met the nice teachers . We can have such as a great study 

enviroment is all because the principals who have devoted themselves to our 

school . That's why we can have a GLORIOUS campus ! 

 

I love our school. And I know you do , too . So let us do something for the school 

immediately . Like , study hard ! So let's learn more from the teachers and our 

principal . And try to make our campus better and better . Also , we should be 

always thankf 

 



內壢國中 47 屆校慶英文徵文  甲等 獎 

9 年 26 班      林詩涵 

 

The excitment of sport meet 

 

“Boom!” When the gun shot,the players will do their best to win the games.When 

the champions stand on the stage ,all the people will cheer for them.The honor 

that is hard for them to describe when they are praised.They are proud that they 

are the winners. 

 

However,who could know the hard time they have been through behind the 

success.To win the prize,they need to constantly practice every day.Though it’s 

easier for them to fall or hurt,they insist to make it better.Whether losing or 

winning,they will not give up.This is what we call “sportsmanship” and it’s also 

the purpose people hold the sport meet. 

 

 

 

 


